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On August 4, 2004, Jason Crigler was onstage in a New York City nightclub when a blood

vessel burst in his brain. The thirty-four-year-old guitarist, a fixture in the downtown music

scene who had played with Marshall Crenshaw, Linda Thompson, and John Cale, narrowly

survived the bleed. A string of complications that followed—meningitis, seizures, coma—left

him immobile and unresponsive, with his doctors saying nothing more could be done.

Meanwhile, Jason’s medical insurance quickly hit its lifetime cap, meaning that his policy would

no longer pay for his care. Despite such overwhelming circumstances, Jason’s parents, sister,

and pregnant wife were sure that he was still there, trapped inside his incapacitated body but

able to fight his way back. They mounted an intense course of rehabilitation for him even as

they fought a healthcare system that was geared toward defeat.In intimate and unflinching

prose, Mojie Crigler chronicles her brother’s harrowing decline and miraculous recovery. Get

Me Through Tomorrow is much more than the story of a medical victory amid a broken

healthcare system, however. It is about a sister’s metamorphosis from fearful naïf to assertive

caregiver. It is about families bridging heartache and divorce to find hope. It is about the deep

and enduring relationship between siblings—and the love that transforms them.



“A profoundly moving story about the unbreakable bond between siblings, and a beautifully

written testament to the tremendous healing power of love.”—Mira Bartók, author of The

Memory Palace“With candor and a sister’s love Mojie Crigler has written a lyrical account of

her brother’s brain injury and their family’s heroic efforts to find a path to recovery. Get Me

Through Tomorrow should be read by all who aspire to make the care of these patients more

humane and effective.”—Joseph J. Fins, MD, MACP, Weill Cornell Medical College, and author

of Rights Come to Mind: Brain Injury, Ethics, and the Struggle for Consciousness
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For my mother and father

Driven far off course by the warring winds,over the vast gulf of the sea—battling homeon a

strange tack, a route that’s off the map.HOMER | The OdysseyJust want to be there to help

you find your way.Get me through tomorrow, through today.JASON CRIGLER | “Through

Tomorrow”
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PrologueIn the middle of a song, something in Jason broke. Looking out over the crowd that

packed Sin-é, the thirty-four-year-old guitarist saw the lights at the far end of the club begin to

bulge. He blinked, then squinted, trying to refocus his eyes, but the lights continued to swell

until eventually they stretched out over the room, expanding into long glowing blue and white

and yellow lines that hovered near the ceiling.The first two songs had felt normal, as had the

sound check, dinner, and the entire day beforehand. Now singer Sandy Bell’s voice sounded

far away, and the music seemed as if it were playing down a hall instead of surrounding him.

Jason checked the pedals, cables, amp, and his yellow Squier Telecaster, a guitar he’d played



thousands of times without trouble. The equipment looked fine, as did the other musicians, all

of whom Jason had worked with for years. Unable to hear them, he was playing into an abyss,

moving his fingers by rote memory of the song. Surely whatever was happening soon would

pass.But the music began to materialize in front of him, each note forming then floating away

down a long tunnel. Bewilderment gave way to panic. He threw his guitar over his head. With

his hands pressed together like a wedge, he pushed through the crowd to find Monica, his wife.

Two months pregnant, Monica had been staying home lately, but tonight she’d wanted to hear

Jason play.His eyes were crossed. He was holding his head with both hands. “I need help,” he

said.She led him outside. The night was unseasonably cool for August. Attorney Street rang

with New York’s late-night summer soundtrack of radios, horns, whistles, and yells, but to

Jason it all sounded miles away. Dizzy, unable to keep his balance, he lay down on the

sidewalk. Someone placed a folded jacket beneath his head. Monica called 911. While they

waited for the ambulance, she knelt beside him.“What’s happening?” he asked, again and

again.She was saying something, but her voice was too far away to hear.

Get Me Through Tomorrow

1The ringing phone cut through my sleep like a slap.“Marjorie.” I heard my mother’s steady,

serious voice. “I’m at the hospital with Monica. I think you should get down here. Jason has

hydrocephalus.”A dim automatic picture of my brother came to mind: thick and strong. I saw his

broad shoulders and sandy brown hair, and I felt his height, six foot one, a part of him known in

my neck from looking up at his face. Jason, harmed? The idea lay beyond my reach.“What’s

hydrocephalus?” I asked.“Water on the brain. There’s been a bleed in Jason’s brain.”Bleed in

his brain. A waterfall in his head, dark fluid pouring over a precipice, going where? Questions

lined up on the edge of my mind—Why? Will he die? How will he get better?—and hovered

there like shadows. My ability to think was diminishing to the speck of one phrase: bleed in his

brain.I dialed the number of a car service to take me from Brooklyn to Manhattan. Hollow

inside, I was moving like a robot as I dressed. Fear had taken over my body. Now find your

wallet and cell phone, said the robot’s command center, and I mindlessly complied. Keys.

Sweater for Monica, as requested. The ER is cold.Earlier I had fallen asleep while watching a

documentary about the terrorist group the Weather Underground. The film was research for a

play I’d written that I wanted to revise for an upcoming production at Carnegie Mellon

University. When I’d woken up to let my dog, Lila, out in the garden behind my studio

apartment, I’d picked up a message from Monica, who had called while I was asleep. She and

Jason were at St. Vincent’s Hospital. It looked like Jason had a bad ear infection.“I don’t think

it’s anything to worry about,” she’d said.I had listened to her message in a groggy haze. For

weeks I’d been working long hours in the script department at NBA Entertainment, preparing

for the Athens Olympics, which the NBA was producing the basketball competition. In addition

to writing announcements and introductions, the script department created documents that

synchronized the production and broadcast teams. My colleagues included two documentary

filmmakers and another playwright. In between TV production jobs—award shows, holiday

specials, political conventions—we worked on our own projects. A few of my plays had been

workshopped at theaters in New York and San Francisco. The Ensemble Studio Theatre, with

the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, had awarded me commissions to develop the play that was

going to be produced at Carnegie Mellon.Later I would think that if I’d picked up the phone

when Monica called, everything would have been different. Later still, I would realize that it

made no difference. The truth was, I wanted to believe Jason had an ear infection. I could not



believe he was in trouble. Innocent or in denial, I had gone back to sleep.Outside, the car was

waiting. At 4:00 a.m. Prospect Avenue was deserted: rows of low brick tenement houses and,

on the other side of the street, a commercial linen supply service, now locked up and quiet. I

directed the driver to St. Vincent’s but after a block asked him to turn around. I had forgotten

the sweater for Monica.Back in the car, I hugged the sweater, a heavy black hoodie with white

letters, BROO, on one side of the zipper and KLYN on the other, a Christmas present from

Jason and Monica in 2001.It was August 5, 2004.As the car sped through the empty streets, I

prayed. Bleed in his brain. I knew nothing about the brain or how it could be hurt, and my

ignorance felt as terrifying as going to the emergency room in the middle of the night. I looked

out the window, wondering if this moment was going to be the line in my life marking before

and after. As we crossed the Gowanus Canal, I thought, Wait and see.Impatient, I told the

driver to let me out on Thirteenth and Seventh Avenue. I thought the ER was between Twelfth

and Thirteenth, but it was a block farther south. I ran. The streets were dead. No cars. No

people. I seemed to be the only thing moving.When I entered the ER, Monica and Muma (my

mother’s family nickname) walked toward me, crying, and draped their arms around me.“Is he

dead?” I asked.“No,” they said. Not dead. But close.A nurse asked if I wanted to see Jason.

Most likely—though I wouldn’t realize until later—he was offering me a last chance to see my

brother alive. I was led to a bay in triage. Wearing jeans and a red zippered sweatshirt, Jason

looked like he was sleeping. His chest rose and fell with heavy deep breaths. He seemed so

much his normal self that I didn’t feel moved to speak any more than I would have upon seeing

him take an afternoon nap. I had asked Muma and Monica point blank if he was dead, but I

didn’t think he was going to die.On my way out I stared at his white tube sock, wanting to draw

my finger up the center of his foot. EMT training, which I’d completed a year earlier, had taught

me that this was a test—but for what? The EMT textbook’s section on head injuries floated

before me, its pages maddeningly blank. I left without touching his foot, but back in the waiting

room I told Monica, Muma, and Rop (our name for my father) that I had done it and that Jason

had responded correctly. I don’t know why I told this outright lie, except that I wanted

desperately to have proof of what I could only hope was true.The attending neurosurgeon—I’ll

call him Dr. Glass for his large wire-rim glasses—approached us, flanked by two residents. As

we rose to greet them, I thought, It is proper to stand when receiving terrible news.

Introductions were made, all in relation to Jason. Wife. Mother. Father. Sister.“His neurological

prognosis is not good,” said Dr. Glass.“What does that mean?” we asked. “How can you tell?”

We were like a Greek chorus, speaking as one, or one of us speaking all of our thoughts.Dr.

Glass said that Jason’s response to a neurological test was poor.“What was the test?” we

asked.The doctor had pinched Jason’s chest, and Jason had moved his arm—showing that he

felt the pain—but he had stretched his arm away from the pain instead of reaching toward it, as

someone with healthy neurological functioning would do. I could picture this gesture. I had seen

it in people with limited mental ability. A basic answer to stimulus. Not sophisticated. But Jason

was sophisticated. He was intelligent. He had so much in his brain.We asked the hard question.

“What are his chances?”“He might not survive,” Dr. Glass said, adding, “I am cautiously

optimistic.”I could feel all the parts of Jason that hung in the balance: his wry sense of humor,

his compassion, his street smarts, his pride and determination, his love for Monica, his thrill at

becoming a father. I remembered sharing a taxi with him soon after Monica’s first of two

miscarriages, which had happened while Jason was in Los Angeles on tour with Erin

McKeown. The night we shared the taxi was his first gig and his first night back in the city, and

though I had spoken to him and Monica over the phone, it was the first I had seen him since

the miscarriage. I had watched him, however, on a KCRW webcam when Erin and her band



played a set on Nic Harcourt’s show, Morning Becomes Eclectic. The camera swung back and

forth, giving me a grainy image of Jason, and I ached to think how sad he must feel, yet he had

shown up. The other people in the cab got out at their apartments, and then Jason and I were

alone. “I’m so sorry about the baby,” I said, and his voice choked with sorrow as he replied,

“Thanks, Moe.”When Dr. Glass and his residents left, I collapsed, bawling, moaning, as sobs

jerked out of me. Rop was crying too. Muma was murmuring, “No, no, no, no.” Softly, into her

phone, Monica said, “Daddy?”I pictured Jason moving his arm in response to the pinch, only

capable of that single simple answer. I feel. Was that all there was left of him? Loss pulled on

every piece of me. Would this be the extent of his communication? Would he live but on the far

side of an impenetrable wall, beyond our attempts to decipher his sounds and movements?I

feel may be the most information a creature can convey or it may be the catalyst for a

symphony.One other family had been with us in the ER through the night. Their three faces

reflected a gratitude that they had their problem and not ours. I had been aware of their gaze

as first we sat in terrified anticipation and then we crumbled in shock and grief. I knew the other

family was watching the seismic change taking place in our lives, and their witnessing this

moment made me hyper-aware of us, of what kind of people we were. The woman in the other

family caught my eye and said, “We pray for you.”Yes, pray, said a voice in my head. Because

your tears are doing nothing to help Jason.I went to the small bathroom off the waiting room,

locked the door of a stall, and knelt on the grimy yellow-tiled floor. I put my hands together and

bowed my head.“God?” I said aloud.As if in response, the toilet behind me flushed. Its

automatic flusher had been triggered by my movement. Still, the timing was perfect. A tiny

laugh arose inside me, like a single firecracker bursting in a vast and desperate darkness.

2He was always there. In the bunk above me. Ahead of me on the shiny slides of Central Park

playgrounds. Walking at night down West Seventy-Fifth Street, the soles of our pajamas

scraping the sidewalk, our parents towering above as Keeper, our husky, pulled us toward

rowdy Broadway, where music and grown-ups spilled out of taverns and Moondog, the

homeless Viking, shouted from church steps and where once we saw a thief rip a string of

pearls from the neck of a blonde in a black fur coat. Jason was there beside me running down

the grassy hill, Superman towels for parachutes. Charging me fifty cents to go down the slide in

the bedroom we shared, whose picture window looked out on our untended garden with its ivy-

covered walls, white butterfly chairs, and, in the winter, Snow Mountain. When it rained, Jason

would sit under an umbrella in the garden’s open doorway, whereas I would cocoon, curled up

on Muma’s homemade Marimekko window seat cushions. More often than not, we shared a

bedroom, with bookshelves dividing the space. In his half, X-Wing and TIE Fighters hung from

the ceiling by fishing wire; my half was the Moe Office, publisher of the Moe Office Press, each

issue made by folding newsprint into my boxy gray Royal and typing around empty boxes in

which later I’d draw pictures or glue photographs. Though I couldn’t see him I could always

hear him: the squeak of the swivel chair, the rustle of a page turning, the slide of fingers re-

creasing the comic book’s fold.In a photograph taken when we were five and three, Jason is in

a red cape, red briefs over blue tights, red and yellow S emblem sewn onto the front of his blue

shirt, chin thrust out, shoulders squared, gaze to the distance. My costume is less elaborate, a

purple cape over my gingham jumper, enough to play the game. Jason is Superman. I am his

knock-kneed, dewy-eyed audience; his first fan.When I was born, Jason couldn’t pronounce

Marjorie. The closest he could get was Mojie, and that odd, funky name stuck because it suited

me, a girl with a gap between her two front teeth and long braids running down either side of

her head. Many people have known me as Marjorie, an elegant if old-fashioned name given to



me in memory of my great-grandmother. But inside I have always felt more like a Mojie, and in

the divine, truth-telling way that two-year-olds have, Jason was the first person to recognize

that.When he was twelve, Jason started playing the drums. At sixteen he discovered the guitar.

He practiced for hours. I understood Jason’s discipline and determination because I knew him

as his sister, and siblings hold nothing back. In each other’s presence they rage, wail, pout,

obsess, triumph. They learn each other passively, over time: rhythm of gait, depth of sighs,

body’s sounds and smells and even taste. Siblings witness. They come to know what makes

the other seethe, what makes the other laugh. This is how I knew Jason. Absorbed in his

interests—first acting, then drawing, then everything else falling away for music—Jason affably

put up with the rest of life but wasted no time returning to what he loved most. Growing up, I

saw how he cared—the loyalty, the sweet concern, the ferocious underlying drive—which is to

say, I saw how he lived: true to his heart, hardworking, led by love.In the ER the intensity of my

response surprised me. I had never before felt this surge and pull of grief, which, with the same

helplessness, disorientation, and lack of air, felt like being caught off guard by a big ocean

wave. But there was more to it than that. As adults, Jason and I hadn’t been all that close. We

kept each other informed, saw each other occasionally, rested assured that the other was

there, somewhere. We did not turn to each other for advice or problem solving or outpourings

of the heart. Both of us had friends, colleagues, lovers who knew us on a more daily basis.

Even as I sobbed I was perplexed. I loved him, yes. I feared for him, yes. And something more.

At the time I could not begin to understand. I could only be carried. There was no choice but to

give myself over to the feelings roiling inside me. And this in itself was telling. My deepest

connection to Jason lay beyond thought or reason. It belonged to a part of me that even I

couldn’t claim to know.

3Dr. Glass wanted to drill a hole in Jason’s skull. The bleed had caused a blockage between

two ventricles, the sacs in the brain that produce the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) that lubricates

the brain and spinal column. Because of the blockage, the ventricles weren’t draining properly.

They were filling with CSF and squashing Jason’s brain inside his skull’s fixed confines. Dr.

Glass wanted to create a ventriculostomy—an opening in the ventricle—whereby a thin tube

would drain excess fluid from the third ventricle into a container outside Jason’s head.“Will

drilling hurt his brain?” we asked. “Will it damage his ability to play music?” Dr. Glass promised

that he would avoid the part of the brain that stores musical knowledge.When the operation

was repeated a week later, I would ask the resident to avoid the same area, and he would give

me a small smile and say, “We’re careful with all of the brain.” He would tell me there was no

way to protect specific skills or knowledge, making me realize that in the ER Dr. Glass had only

told us what we’d wanted to hear.Since Jason would go from the operating room to the Neuro-

ICU, we moved from the ER to the hospital’s main waiting room. The sun had come up. People

were starting to arrive for work, coming through the revolving door with coffee and newspapers,

swiping their security cards, hustling to catch the elevator before its doors closed. Night had

conformed to our emergency, the quiet streets and near-empty ER feeding my perception that

our situation was the sole thing happening in the world. Now normal life was resuming but

without us. It appeared strange, separate, as if taking place on the other side of a window.I

called Caroline Laskow at the NBA. I’d known Caro since our undergraduate days at Stanford

University, and Jason had composed the score for her first documentary. Through tears I

explained why I wasn’t coming in. My voice wobbled, but as I laid out what we knew and didn’t

know, I began to feel steadier. Caro said she’d relay the message to the producers, already in

Athens, whom I had been planning to join in two days.“Do you think you’ll be able to go?” she



asked.The odds at that moment felt fifty-fifty. Maybe, just like that, Jason would be fine.Outside,

the bright sunshine, the cloudless blue sky, Seventh Avenue’s morning bustle, the very date

and time, belonged to a new world where every single thing was marked with Jason. His

absence.St. Vincent’s was only a few blocks away from the five-storey walk-up where Muma

and Rop had lived when they moved from California to New York in 1965, earning free rent as

their building’s superintendents. They were newlyweds then and recent graduates of the

University of the Pacific, where Muma had studied music therapy and Rop played piano in the

conservatory. (“When I hear your father play,” she once told me, “I remember why I fell in love

with him.”) After earning their master’s degrees—she from Columbia Teacher’s College, he

from the Juilliard School—Muma started teaching while Rop began accompanying opera

singers, including luminaries such as Leontyne Price.By the time Jason and I were born, in

1970 and 1972, Rop was the musical director of the Goodspeed Opera House, a theater in

East Haddam, Connecticut. In addition to overseeing orchestrations and arrangements and

helping to choose, cast, and rehearse the shows, Rop conducted the orchestra in which Muma

played the cello. Because Muma was also teaching in New York and because they preferred

the New York schools for Jason and me—and most of all because they liked living in New York

—we shuttled between city and country: summer in Connecticut, winter in New York, and

spring and fall we rode back and forth every week. That was our happy crazy schedule until

they divorced, in 1988, marking the start of an era so different from preceding and subsequent

years it might have belonged to another lifetime. Where once they laughed, now they seethed.

Their easygoing confidence gave way to brittle fear. My soft daydreams were displaced by a

hard seasick confusion. They left Goodspeed, and soon after, Jason and I left for college.It took

us a decade to snap back, to remember. After the divorce Muma started hosting Thanksgivings

with open invitations for friends and colleagues without dinner plans. Thirty or forty people

would fill her apartment, a boisterous mash-up of her friends, Jason’s friends, and, after I

returned from California in 1999, my friends too. By then Muma and Rop were reconnecting,

tentatively, realizing they could reach beyond the divorce to other pieces of their past, for they

had, in many ways, grown up together. One November, after several years on the road

conducting national touring companies, Rop was home on Thanksgiving. Muma invited him to

dinner, where they were cajoled into playing a duet. I stayed in the kitchen, not wanting people

to see my tears. At Jason and Monica’s wedding in 2001, I found myself with him and our

parents, laughing in a way—wholly, gut wrenching, time stopping—that made me feel like we

had resurrected the better part of who we used to be.In recent years Muma had found love

again with Fred Siegal, an immunologist specializing in AIDS research, now working at St.

Vincent’s HIV Center. Fred was why, when the ambulance paramedics asked Monica if she had

a hospital preference, she’d said, “St. Vincent’s.” Now, after a quick tasteless breakfast, Muma,

Rop, and I were following Fred through a maze of hallways to his office, which he offered as a

refuge from the main waiting room, where a dozen of Jason’s friends had gathered in

something too much like a hangout, a happening, the loud group oblivious to the waiting

room’s other occupants who were quietly dealing with their own crises.“What have you been up

to lately?” one friend casually asked, but chitchat was a forgotten foreign language. I said

something in response, but all I heard was the hollowness of my voice. How could I put the

past five hours into words? How could I explain that everything else was irrelevant?Dr. Glass

called Fred’s office to say the surgery had gone well. The ventriculostomy was in place. He’d

reviewed scans of Jason’s brain, and though the images were too blurry with blood to

determine anything, he had some thoughts. I took notes:AVM—high risk of rebleed. arterio

venous malformationtumorcavernous angiomatectum1. operate?2.a. shuntb.



angiogramaqueduct of silvius3/4 ventriclesWe were looking at three potential culprits. AVM and

cavernous angioma were different kinds of irregular blood vessels. Cavernous angioma

seemed like the best option to hope for. Behind the tumor loomed cancer, and the AVM held

the highest risk of bleeding again.The hemorrhage had occurred near Jason’s tectum, which, I

would learn later, is the roof of the midbrain, a primitive piece of anatomy that belongs to the

brain stem, the controller of life-or-no- life actions such as breathing and heart beating. Tectum

made me think of tectonic plates shifting and colliding to cause an earthquake, and it didn’t

seem far off to think that an earthquake had taken place in Jason’s brain.An angiogram—an X-

ray image of blood vessels illuminated by a high-contrast dye—would tell us what had caused

the bleed. But because some people have allergic reactions to the dye, angiograms require a

patient to be stable, which Jason was not. We would have to wait and hope that whatever the

cause, it would not strike again. Perhaps the angiogram would tell us to operate. But since the

bleed had occurred deep inside Jason’s brain, traditional surgery (i.e., cutting through tissue)

might do more harm than good. The second option was not to operate. What then? The

second option was a blank.The bleed had caused a blockage between Jason’s third and fourth

ventricles, a narrow passageway known as the aqueduct of Sylvius. The path of water through

the forest, I thought, five long-ago years of Latin attempting a translation. In fact, Franciscus

Sylvius was the seventeenth-century anatomist for whom the passageway was named. The

term had nothing to do with silva, Latin for “forest.”For now the ventriculostomy would keep

Jason’s ventricles right sized. But this was not a permanent solution. The external drain could

infect easily. After a week it would need to be moved. If the aqueduct of Sylvius didn’t clear up

on its own, a shunt would be installed. We didn’t like the idea of a shunt. We wanted the

problem gone. We wanted Jason back.

4Broken, grotesque, Jason slept, still sedated. A fat white tube ran through his mouth and

down his throat. A respirator was pumping oxygen into his lungs. His head, half-shaved where

the drilling had taken place, was flecked with spots of dried blood and stamped with a row of

dark stitches. A thin tube ran out of his skull to a clear cylinder half-filled with cerebral spinal

fluid made murky red by the hemorrhage. To prevent him from pulling out the respirator, his

wrists had been tied to the bed rails.I had seen Jason injured before. Very young, we sat in a

bathtub, surrounded by floating toys. For his make-believe shaving, Muma had given him old

bladeless razors—except this was not one, which he ran up his arm. She and Rop rushed in,

and Jason was carried away.There was the time he returned from a bike ride, entering our

summer cottage holding his arm while telling me he’d fallen on the steep driveway.“I’m going to

lie down,” he said, and I turned back, unperturbed, to my game of solitaire spread across the

kitchen table.“He’s still sleeping,” I said when Muma called between the matinee and evening

shows, and someone from the theater came and took him to the doctor, where his broken wrist

was set and cast.For a dozen summers we rented that cottage or one of the other nine at

Bennett’s Poolside Cottages, a modest old country resort nestled among forest, family farms,

and century-old cemeteries. There were three acres, a swimming pool with a slide, a

playhouse, a swing set, a rope swing, and a dog named Good Boy. Three children in the

Bennett family plus Jason and me and the handful of kids with a mom or dad working at

Goodspeed made up the gang that spent its days in the pool and on the swings and ventured

to the strip mall up the road for pizza and candy and (my weakness) the stationery aisle at the

pharmacy. We played chase late into the night, though the dark corners in which I hid

frightened me, as did the loud lonely sound of my breathing as I waited for the roving mob to

find me, and sometimes I went home early while Jason ran with the older kids. At Bennett’s a



Rockette taught me how to swim underwater. At Bennett’s a short tough boy brought me, at

dinnertime, to watch his snake eat a mouse. At Bennett’s Jason chased or was chased by a

friend around the swimming pool, Jason wearing long flippers, which was at first funny,

clownish, part of the challenge, and then plain stupid when the tip of a flipper caught, bent,

sent Jason face first onto the pavement. Seeing the white bandages covering his face, I

wondered—no doubt influenced by late-night reruns of The Twilight Zone and Alfred Hitchcock

Presents—if he would heal so radically changed as to be unrecognizable. But he emerged the

same as before. Same mole on his right cheek, same blue eyes, same slightly loose lower

eyelids, same face that contorted into ridiculous grimaces and then like rubber returned to a

resting expression of patient readiness.Years later in New York, again just the two of us,

teenagers after school, Jason greeted me at the front door, holding his hands above his head.

“Do we have any Band-Aids?” He had been trying to adapt a thick strip of embroidered cloth

into a guitar strap when the scissors slipped.“In the little bathroom,” I said, brushing past

him.“You might not want to go in there,” he said.Blood was splattered across the sink’s white

bowl, the doorknob, the tiled floor, the blue-and-white wallpaper, the medicine cabinet, the toilet

seat, the mirror that hung over the toilet to make the closet-sized room seem bigger. I found the

Band-Aids. Still, he and Muma went to the ER that night because we could see in the cut his

bone.His injuries were crises. My only serious medical claim was a ventricular septal defect, a

hole in my heart, which sounded more like an explanation than a medical condition. It meant

penicillin with every visit to the dentist and a biannual two-hour bus ride to Columbia

Presbyterian for an EKG until I was twelve, when the doctor said, “You’re one of the lucky few. It

closed up on its own.”Bleed in his brain was different from anything we’d known. Instead of

bloody flesh, broken arm, busted face, sliced finger, here was an absence of information. No

cast, no Band-Aids, only waiting. Until when?The group of friends had migrated upstairs. They

were traipsing in and out of the one-room, six-bed Neuro-ICU. I wanted to punch the man who

joked, “Jason, you look so sexy.” Another stood staring with his mouth hanging open. Why did

they need to see Jason now? But who was I to ask them to go away? Jason was an adult, after

all. How much sway did his family have over who came near him? I could imagine him saying,

“Sure, Moe, let them stay.” But their presence, perhaps simply their number, brought disorder to

a situation that begged for tranquillity.“You need to leave,” Muma said at last.Home briefly to

walk Lila, I called one of the NBA producers. “I totally understand,” she said when I told her I

couldn’t go to Greece. They had already bought a plane ticket for my replacement.Heading out

the door to return to St. Vincent’s, I grabbed a pocket-sized red-trimmed black notebook, a

miniature version of a present Jason once gave me for my birthday. The satisfying paper and

binding and weight had prompted me to ask where he’d bought it: Ming Fay Book Store on

Mott Street, where I had since bought all my notebooks. I’d picked up this one in anticipation of

my trip.Part of me didn’t want to take the book. But if I didn’t start now, writing would become

impossible. I would want to remember minutiae. There was too much to hold in my head.

Already some details—quotations, descriptions, medications—were gone. If I didn’t take notes,

I would regret it. But writing was difficult. I felt distracted on a profound level, as if a cloud had

settled over my thoughts.August 5, 2004. Half of me denies this is happening. I look up and

around and think, This is happening to Jason, to Jason, my hero. Don’t let your mind run wild

because fear shoots fast and far. The world looks entirely different when one’s brother is in the

ICU.The next morning, tattooed and pierced Nurse Bea reported that during the night Jason

slid down the bed until his elbows were past the restraints, then pulled the respirator out of his

throat. Also, she said, his eyes were open.We cheered. Here was the Jason we knew—

stubborn, determined, triumphant Jason, whose response to the theft of his new eight-hundred-



dollar amp had been to open the Yellow Pages and call every used instrument shop in all five

boroughs.
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Lady, “Touching story, full of hope, love and strength.. If you have seen the TEDx video and

loved it then this book is for you. This is the story of the amazing recovery of musician Jason

Crigler after suffering from a brain hemorrhage told by his sister, Mojie Crigler. In it, she takes

us through the painful moments when the doctors tell her family that Jason may not survive,

that if he does he may have severe neurological damage. This man's recovery may seem

miraculous but after reading the story you will learn that his recovery was not only due to the

doctors, nurses and therapists but also due to the big effort that his family put in giving him the

therapy he needed and that Medicaid would not have paid for (and also his determination to

continue working on recovering his body).”

Eichan, “I was inspired. Crigler is a masterful writer who conveys a family's anguish but also

the objective medical situation that arises when a family member falls to a brain injury. I was

inspired by her depth of observation and her family's sheer determination! She can be heard

reading some of her impressions in the documentary "Life. Support. Music." - very moving to

hear it in her own voice as well.”

Kenneth P., “A story told with equal parts love and precision. This book left me with one

impression: ANYTHINGis possible.A story told with equal parts love and precision, it's the tale

ofwhat happens after the unthinkable happens...and the undeniablevalue of a family that would

not even consider any option but thatof a full recovery.Navigating through miles of red tape,

bureaucracy, and the gamutof care givers, from the miraculous to the should-have-been-a-

janitor...all the while trying to maintain the strength and optimism to make animpossible

recovery a reality, this story is a huge testament to thepower of love. Faith alone is nice to

have, but it's better to have themuscle behind it to make it work.i highly recommend this book if

you need a little lift back in your step.”

Mary K., “Amazing, book!. Amazing book! Powerful story! This should be required reading for

all health care providers. Mojie Crigler fleshes out in detail what doctors, nurses, therapists,

and aides often do not see, or choose not to see: what it is like on the receiving end of the

attitudes they present to patients and their families. Whether positive, negative, encouraging or

insensitive. what they say and how they say it have profound effects. Health care workers, or

anyone who works in a helping profession, for that matter, would do well to understand that a

respectful, positive attitude goes a very long way. It is encouraging to read that, with dogged

perseverance, dedication and love, it is possible to rise above the quagmire that is the

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/XqzMl/Get-Me-Through-Tomorrow-A-Sisters-Memoir-of-Brain-Injury-and-Revival-American-Lives


American health care industry /insurance company complex. Not easy, but possible. Thank

you for such an inspiring, hopeful book.”

Barbara P, “The Power of Family. This book is takes the reader on a journey through the

reactions of a sister when her beloved brother is struck down with a brain injury. It is both very

private and very "public", as a family has to figure out how to get the best possible care for

someone who cannot communicate but who they know so intimately. It shows how limited the

field of neurology is without the added support and stubborn hope of a family that can keep

each other going against all the odds.”

Online frequent shopper, “Beautifully written, true story of a young artist's recovery ....

Beautifully written, true story of a young artist's recovery from catastrophic brain injury, medical

obstaclesand doubt along the way. The power of a family brought back together, music, and

advocacy restored my faith in the possible.This book should be an inspiration to all readers...”

JAMIE MOORE, “Family Picks Up the Slack the Healthcare System Leaves Unraveled. I

usually feel too busy to get through a book in less than a week. But, this one would not let me

go. To imagine what this family endured and fought through for so long, with so much unknown

is so humbling and inspiring. The story pulls the reader into the heart of the tangled web of

some of the toughest decisions and hardest work anyone could ever do on behalf of a loved

one. But, it's so much more than that. Faith, hope, determination, acceptance, and utter despair

all hang in a delicate balance.”

Film Lover, “Should be required reading for all families going through a medical crisis. This is a

beautifully written story of courage and determination, and should be required reading for all

families going through a medical crisis. My mom spent the last few months watching my

grandmother slip away in an ICU. I wish I could have given her this book to read while she sat

by her bedside day after day. I think it would have comforted her to know she wasn't the only

one who'd had to deal with the pain of seeing a loved one being fed and breathed for by

machines, not knowing what each new day, or even minute, might bring.”

The book by Brian P. Swift has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 29 people have provided feedback.
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